PUBLICATIONS


Other Conferences


Other Journals


Academic / Professional activities

- Reviewer in Elsevier Journal: Computer Methods and Programs in Biomedicine.
- Reviewer in Journal of intelligent systems – (Scopus and web of science journal).
- Reviewer in Scopus indexed Journal “International Journal of Science and Technology (Scopus Journal)".
- Reviewer in Australian Journal of Multi-Disciplinary Engineering.
- Reviewer in ENVISTA - 2016, conference conducted in Sathyabama University.
- Program committee member and Reviewer in Third international conference on software engineering and Application, Dubai.
- Program committee member and Reviewer in First International conference on Artificial Intelligence and Application, Bangalore.
- Program committee member and Reviewer in Fifth International Conference on Wireless & Mobile Networks (Wimon 2013) and International workshop of Advanced Smart Sensor Network Systems (ASSN 2013).
- Program committee member and Reviewer in IJASSN Journal.
- Program committee member and Reviewer in The Fourth International Conference on Peer-to-Peer Networks and Trust Management (P2PTM-2014).
- Reviewer in International Journal of Computer Networks & Communications (IJCNC).
- Program committee member and Reviewer in First International workshop of Security, Privacy and Trust Management (SPTM 2013).
- Program committee member and Reviewer in First International workshop of Networks and Communications (NC 2013).
- Reviewer in International Conference “(GCMT-2015)” from Nov’ 25th to 27th 2015.
- Active member in center for Academic partnership for industrial MOU, Abroad universities MOU and Student Exchange program.
- Convenor in "Emerging Trend in VLSI, Embedded and Nano Technologies (NC-EVENT 2017) conference held at sathyabama University.
- Final Viva-Voce examiner for Ph.D. scholars which is titled as "A Novel Pipelined in Programmable Shift for Reconfigurable FIR Filter" in St. Peter's University.